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1 Introduction

The design of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits is one of the broad-

est areas in which the methods of combinatorial optimization can be applied.

There are plenty of results in this topic from the last few decades. However,

the list of NP-complete problems arising in this field is also very long and

there is an abundance of heuristics, many of them with a very good perfor-

mance, to handle these.

The term VLSI usually covers not only a single problem but a range of

substantially different problems that arise during the design of circuits. In

the next section we give a very short overview of these problems. However,

the main focus of this dissertation is going to be detailed routing , one of the

last phases of the design process.

Assume that the devices of an electric equipment to be designed have

already been placed on the four boundaries of a rectangular circuit board. In

the detailed routing problem our task is to interconnect certain given subsets

(or nets) of the pins (or terminals) of these devices by wires. Wires belonging

to different nets must never get closer to each other than a given distance. To

this end, the wires are usually embedded in a rectangular grid. However, this

grid is not planar (this would make the problem unsolvable in most cases), it

consists of a number of planar layers, each of them parallel with the circuit

board. Wires can leave a layer for a consecutive one at any gridpoint. To

sum it up from a graph-theoretical viewpoint, the detailed routing problem

consists of finding vertex-disjoint Steiner-trees (trees with a given terminal

vertex set) in a 3-dimensional rectangular grid. The problem is more precisely

formulated and a short survey of related results is given in Section 3. We

also prove a new result on channel routing, a much investigated subproblem

of detailed routing: we characterize all solvable specifications (if the width of

the circuit board can be arbitrarily large, but the length is fixed) and provide

a linear time algorithm that solves every solvable specification with a width

that is at most constant times the length (see Theorem 5, published in [52]).

Traditionally, detailed routing was considered a 2-dimensional problem

because the number of layers was very small compared to the length and
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the width of the board. (Originally, in the ancient times of printed circuit

technology there were only two layers: the two sides of the board. Later the

number of layers was gradually extended to 3, 4, . . .) Since recent technology

permits more and more layers (6, 8 or even more) a ‘real’ 3-dimensional

approach becomes reasonable. In the last two sections we aim at exploiting

this possibility.

Section 4 is dedicated to switchbox routing in the Manhattan model, an-

other subproblem of detalied routing. We prove that every such problem

instance can be solved in linear time on at most 6 layers if the circuit board

is square-shaped. In the general case (where the length and the width of the

circuit board can be different), we provide a linear time algorithm that ap-

proximates the minimum number of layers needed with an additive constant

of 5. As a corollary, we improve a previous result of E. Boros, A. Recski and

F. Wettl [5] (see Theorems 17, 18, 19 and Corollary 20, published in [51]).

In Section 5 we consider the single active layer routing problem which is

a real 3-dimensional problem as the 3 dimensions are thought of as equal:

terminals occupy the vertices of a planar layer and the routing is to be realized

in a 3-dimensional cubic grid above this layer. To ensure solvability, it is

allowed to extend the length and the width of the circuit board by introducing

extra columns and rows into the grid. First we consider the case where only

the width w is extended by a constant factor c and the length n is preserved;

we prove that for any fixed value of w a routing with height O(n) exists (if

c can be at least 8) (see Theorem 23, published in [44]). Finally, we prove

various results for the case where both the length and the width can be

extended by a constant factor c. For example, we show that a routing of

height 6 max(n, w) exists if c ≥ 2 (and this can be improved to 3 max(n, w)

if each net contains two terminals only). Each construction of this section

can be realized in polynomial time. (See Theorems 25, 26, 29, 30, 32 and

Corollaries 27, 28, 31, published in [45]).

I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisor, András Recski for

his support in my work. Without his advice and experience this dissertation

would have never come into existence.
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2 The Routing Problem

2.1 Setting of the Problem

The problem of designing integrated circuits is very complex and it includes a

wide range of subproblems that require substantially different approaches and

solution techniques. Therefore it is not worth trying to formulate the routing

problem in its full generality, because such a definition would necessarily be

so technical that it would be useless from any practical point of view.

However, a rough setting of the problem could be the following. A set of

circuit elements is given, each circuit element has a few terminals (or pins).

Furthermore, a description of the circuit to be designed is also given, which

is nothing else but a list of pairwise disjoint subsets of terminals, called nets.

We aim at interconnecting the terminals of each net by wires such that the

circuit elements and the interconnecting wires are embedded into the plane or

– more typically – into a few planar layers. Furthermore, certain requirements

of the fabrication technology must be fulfilled. The most essential of these

requirements is that a minimum distance between any two distinct wires has

to be kept. The easiest and most common way to achieve this is that the

wires must adhere to the edges of a given rectangular grid.

There is a range of cost functions that have to be minimized (jointly, or

according to a priority order) in various subproblems. The most important

of these is the area, that is, the number of grid vertices on a layer. (It is

widely known that miniaturization is essential in the design of computer chips

because it affects the performance fundamentally.) Further cost functions,

like the total wire length, the length of the longest wire segment, the number

of vias (the number of transitions between two consecutive layers) can also

be of importance (but these are mostly disregarded in this dissertation).

Naturally, the above description should only be regarded as a framework.

It can be refined or modified in many ways to obtain the various subcases of

the routing problem.
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2.2 Phases of the Solution

Practically all versions of the above described general form of the routing

problem are NP-hard. Therefore a widely accepted solution scheme for the

routing problem developed as the result of long-term experience with the

design of integrated circuits. According to this scheme, the problem is broken

up into a sequence of phases.

The first one of these is the placement phase in which the elements of

the circuit to be designed are placed on the circuit board. In the global

routing phase the approximate course of the wires connecting the devices is

determined. The final course of the wires is determined in the detailed routing

phase. Both global and detailed routing can be followed by a compaction

phase to reduce the area of the routing.

A further, widely applied method is that the circuit is broken up into

smaller parts (before the routing is started or within a phase) and the parts

are dealt with separately. This is performed by circuit partitioning algo-

rithms.

In the following few sections we give a sample of the flavour of optimiza-

tion problems that arise during the phases of the routing process preceding

detailed routing.

2.3 Circuit Partitioning

In a typical partitioning problem we are given a hypergraph H = (V, E);

a weight function w : V 7→ N on the set of its vertices; a cost function

c : E 7→ N on the set of its edges; the desired number of the partition classes

r ∈ N; and the minimal and maximal partition class weights b(i) ∈ N and

B(i) ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , r. We are looking for a partition
⋃r

i=1 Vi of the set V for

which b(i) ≤ w(Vi) ≤ B(i) holds for all i = 1, . . . , r and the total cost of all

hyperedges that intersect more than one partition class is minimum. (The

problem is NP-hard even if the value of r is fixed to r = 2 and we restrict

ourselves to graphs instead of hypergraphs [8].)

A possible application of this problem (or a heuristic algorithm solving

it) is to decompose the circuit into very small parts, lay out these parts first
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and then combine them to obtain bigger ones using similar methods, etc.

There are lots of applications of the case in which r is small (for example 2),

among others as a tool for the placement phase.

2.4 Placement

The difficulties of defining the placement problem lie in the fact that at

the time of placing the circuit elements on the board we still do not know

the course of the wires connecting them. Therefore it is not easy to find

appropriate optimization criteria. The only feasible approach is to assign a

cost to each placement which probably more or less describes its area demand

and then minimize this cost function.

In accordance with the above, a typical placement problem is the follow-

ing. Again, we are given a hypergraph H = (V, E) and the integers r, s ∈ N

which describe the dimensions of the circuit board. By a placement we mean

an injective function p : V → {1, 2, . . . , r} × {1, 2, . . . , s}. For any given

placement p, we assign to each edge e of H the half-perimeter c(e, p) of the

smallest rectangle containing all p(v)-s for each vertex v belonging to e. We

define the cost c(p) of the placement p as c(p) =
∑

e∈E c(e, p). Now we are

looking for the minimum cost placement. (It may not be surprising, but

this problem is again NP-hard [18].) Naturally, depending on the various

applications, completely different cost functions can also be of interest.

Another type of placement problem with a completely different flavour is

floorplanning . This arises if the circuit is decomposed into a number of blocks

which are to be routed separately. We first want to place these blocks on the

circuit board. We assume that each block is going to occupy a rectangular

area. Furthermore, to each block we have assigned a function which gives

an upper bound on the length of the rectangle accomodating the block as a

function of the width of the rectangle. We aim at choosing the dimensions

of the blocks and then placing them on the board such that the total area is

minimum.
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2.5 Global Routing

This phase of routing is useful for those technologies in which the circuit

board can be decomposed into smaller parts in a natural way (for example,

in the placement phase). In these cases global routing only determines the

way in which the wires manoeuvre between these parts (for example, whether

a ‘mainly horizontal’ longer wire segment goes round an obstacle from below

or from above). The final course of the wires will only be determined in the

detailed routing phase.

In the formulation of a typical global routing problem a graph G = (V, E)

is given whose vertices represent the smaller parts of the circuit board and

edges represent adjacencies between these parts. (That is, G is the planar

dual of the graph representing the smaller parts of the cicruit board; see [30]

for the details.) A capacity function c : E → R+ is also given together with

a set system N ⊆ 2V , the elements of which correspond to the nets. We

are looking for a Steiner-tree for each net such that for each edge e of G

the number of Steiner-trees containing e does not exceed the capacity c(e)

of e. Furthermore, usually the minimization of certain cost functions is also

a requirement, we omit the details. (However, the decision version of this

problem, that is, the version without minimization requirements is already

NP-complete [34].) In applications the capacities of the edges are drawn from

estimates on the number of wires that can cross the corresponding area.

3 Detailed Routing

In the detailed routing phase the circuit elements have already found their

final position on the board and the course of wires connecting them is to be

determined. Since the remaining parts of this dissertation deal with vari-

ous subproblems of detailed routing, we now give a formal definition of this

problem.

Definition 1 Assume that a graph G (usually called the routing graph) is

given. A net is a set of vertices of G (of cardinality at least 2). A detailed
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routing problem is a family N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nt} of pairwise disjoint nets.

The vertices of the nets Ni are called terminals.

The routing graph G can simply be a 3-dimensional rectangular grid

graph, but in practical applications it is usually obtained is some way from

a 3-dimensional grid (for example, to leave space for the circuit elements, or

to let the terminals be accessible from any layer; see Definition 3 below).

Definition 2 A solution (or routing, or layout) of a detailed routing prob-

lem N = {N1, . . . , Nt} is a set H = {H1, . . . , Ht} of pairwise vertex-disjoint,

connected subgraphs of the routing graph G, such that Ni ⊂ V (Hi), that is,

Hi connects the vertices of Ni. The subgraphs Hi are called wires.

As we have already mentioned, the wires are usually chosen to be minimal,

thus they are Steiner-trees. We also mention that, in contrast to the above

definition, in some cases the wires are required to be edge-disjoint only, see

Section 3.6.

According to Definition 2, the detailed routing problem is a decision prob-

lem. However, as we will see in the forthcoming sections, its various subprob-

lems are usually formulated as minimization problems. This is achieved by

letting the underlying routing graph G depend on a parameter (for example,

the number of layers or the number of rows in the grid), and looking for

the optimum value of this parameter such that the corresponding detailed

routing problem is solvable.

3.1 The Switchbox Routing Problem

We mentioned above that the structure of the routing graph can be much

more complicated than a 3-dimensional grid. Therefore in practical applica-

tions the routing area is very often broken up into smaller parts which are

routed one after the other in a specified order. These smaller parts are of

much simpler structure (usually channels or switchboxes, see the following

definitions). By this method the problem can be reduced to the very special

case in which the terminals are situated on the boundaries of a rectangular

board.
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The following definitions are formulated in accordance with the above

and with a few further technological requirements. One is that there are

no terminals on the ‘corners’ of the board and routings must not use them

either. The other one is that wires can access the terminals on any layer. The

definition of the k-layer rectangular grid graph is therefore suitably altered.

Definition 3 Let the vertex set of a graph be the set {0, . . . , n + 1} ×
{0, . . . , w + 1} × {1, . . . , k}. Let two vertices be adjacent if and only if they

differ in exactly one coordinate and by exactly one. Delete the ‘corner’

vertices from the graph, that is, the vertices (0, 0, l), (n + 1, 0, l), (0, w + 1, l)

and (n+1, w+1, l), where l = 1, . . . , k. Now in the remaining graph contract

all the subsets of vertices {(i, j, l) : l = 1, . . . , k} into a single vertex, where

• i = 0 or i = n + 1 and j = 1, . . . , w; or

• j = 0 or j = w + 1 and i = 1, . . . , n.

Call the thus obtained graph Gk k-layer rectangular grid graph. w and n are

the width and the length of the grid, respectively. Denote the vertex obtained

from the contraction of the set {(i, j, l) : l = 1, . . . , k} by ti,j. The vertices

ti,j are called terminals. The terminal ti,j is called

• northern, if j = w + 1;

• southern, if j = 0;

• western, if i = 0;

• eastern, if i = n + 1.

The sets of all non-terminal vertices with a common z-coordinate are called

layers. The sets of all vertices of a layer with a common x-coordinate or

y-coordinate are called columns or tracks, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the 2-layer grid graph with w = n = 3.
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Figure 1

Definition 4 A switchbox routing problem is the special case of the detailed

routing problem (see Definition 1) in which the routing graph is the k-layer

rectangular grid graph (for some value of k) and each net is a subset of the

set of terminals ti,j (see Definition 3).

Many restrcitions of the above defined problem are considered in the

literature, which are called routing models. If no further restriction is imposed

on the solution of a swithcbox routing problem then it is said to belong to the

unconstrained model . In this dissertation we only consider one of the above

mentioned routing models, the Manhattan model . Its definition is motivated

by the fact that for certain technologies it is advantageous not to have long

parallel wire segments on two consecutive layers. Therefore there are many

results that provide routings in this model. (We also consider edge-disjoint

routing in Section 3.6, where the wires are required to be edge-disjoint only,

but that is not a restriction of switchbox routing according to the definition

we gave above.)

Definition 5 A solution of a switchbox routing problem is said to belong to

the Manhattan model if consecutive layers contain wire segments of differ-

ent directions only. That is, layers with horizontal (east-west) and vertical

(north-south) wire segments alternate.
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3.2 Single Row Routing

By the single row routing problem we mean the special case of the switchbox

routing problem in which all the terminals of each net are, say, northern.

In this case the specification of a routing problem only fixes the length n.

Therefore the usual formulation of the problem is to fix the number of layers

and ask for the minimum width routing.

The first classic result in the topic of VLSI routing is probably Gallai’s

linear time algorithm that solves the single row routing problem with optimal

width in the 2-layer Manhattan model. For every vertical line e that cuts the

grid into two we define its congestion c(e): it is the number of nets that are

divided into two by e (that is, the number of nets that have terminals both

left to e and right to e). For example, the congestion of the line e in Figure

2 is c(e) = 3. The maximum congestion of all vertical lines that cut the grid

into two is called the density of the problem. It is straightforward that the

density is a lower bound on the width of any routing (again, in the 2-layer

Manhattan model).

Theorem 1 (T. Gallai) [14] The minimum width of a solution of a single

row routing problem in the 2-layer Manhattan model is equal to the density

of the problem. Moreover, such a minimum width routing can be found in

linear time.

Proof: The proof makes use of the fact that interval graphs are perfect. A

horizontal interval is associated with every net, stretching from its leftmost

terminal to its rightmost terminal. The corresponding interval graph is de-

fined in the following way: the intervals form the vertex set and two vertices

are adjacent if and only if the corresponding intervals intersect. The clique

number of this graph is equal to the density of the routing problem. A

colouring with an equal number of colours exists by the perfectness of in-

terval graphs. Such a colouring can easily be transformed into an optimal

width routing: nets belonging to a common colour class can be routed in a

common track.
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An example is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The interval graph of Figure 3,

which corresponds to the routing problem of Figure 2, is coloured using three

colours; the solution of the routing problem obtained from this colouring is

shown in Figure 2. (In Figure 2 solid dots denote the terminals and sets

of terminals marked with a common number form the nets. Wire segments

of the two layers are denoted by continuous and dashed lines, respectively.

Empty dots denote the vias. We adopt the same notation for all figures of

Sections 3 and 4.)

564 2 7 31 1 14 5 5 36 2 7 2

e

Figure 2

5 2

4 6 7

1

3

Figure 3

To show that that the above described routing can be realized in linear

time, we only have to check that an optimal colouring of the corresponding

interval graph can be found in linear time, that is, in O(n) steps, where n

is the length of the given problem instance. (The rest of the work requires
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constant time for each terminal if wire segments are output by the coordinates

of the endpoints.) We assume that the interval graph to be coloured is given

by an ordered list L containing the positions of all the endpoints of the

intervals. (That is, both left and right endpoints are included in a common

list L.) L can trivially be obtained from the specification of the single row

routing problem by scanning through the row of terminals. A colouring of

the interval graph will be obtained by scanning through the elements of L.

We use positive integers as colours. We maintain a list C of free colours and

the largest colour M that has already been used. At the beginning we set

C = ∅ and M = 0. If during the scanning of L we reach a left endpoint

of an interval I such that C = ∅ then we introduce the new colour M + 1,

we assign it to I and increase the value of M to M + 1. If we reach a left

endpoint such that C 6= ∅ then then we choose a colour k from C, we assign

k to I and delete k from C. If, on the other hand, we reach a right endpoint

of an interval I then we simply put the colour of I into C. It is easy to verify

that the obtained colouring is optimal: the vertical line going through the

left endpoint of the interval for which the largest one of the colours M was

used for the first time is intersected by M intervals, thus the clique number

of the interval graph is also M . 2

We mention that no polynomial time algorithm is known to find an op-

timum width solution for a single row routing problem in the unconstrained

2-layer model.

3.3 Channel Routing

By the channel routing problem we mean the special case of the switchbox

routing problem in which all the terminals of each net are situated on two

opposite boundaries of the grid (say, they are all northern or southern).

Again, the usual setting of the problem is to fix the number of layers and ask

for the minimum width routing (if at all a routing exists).
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3.3.1 2 layers, Manhattan model

Channel routing in the 2-layer Manhattan model is one of the most popular

and most investigated problems in VLSI routing. Trivial examples show

that some specifications are unsolvable in this model with an arbitrary width

(although the range of these is very limited), see Section 3.3.2. Therefore the

usual problem setting, which is adopted in many papers, allows an arbitrary

number of extra empty columns to be added to the western and the eastern

ends of the given channel routing instance.

We have seen that in case of single row routing finding the optimum

width solution in the 2-layer Manhattan model is always possible in linear

time. However, channel routing is much more complicated than single row

routing as it is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (T.G. Szymanski, 1985) [55] It is NP-complete to decide

whether a channel routing problem is solvable in the 2-layer Manhattan

model with width at most w (where w is part of the input).

Several extensions of the above result are also known. For example, as-

sume that the nets of a channel routing problem are all ‘one-sided’, that is,

the terminals of each net occur either only on the northern boundary or only

on the southern boundary. A straightforward approach to such a problem

is to use Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1) twice (for both boundaries). It is

easy to verify that the width of the thus obtained routing is at most twice

the optimum width. Therefore it is worthwhile mentioning that finding the

minimum width for such a problem is still NP-hard, even if each net contains

two terminals only [37].

With respect to the above facts, plenty of practically effective heuristic

algorithms have been proposed, which can solve ’difficult’ problems (of length

150–200) with width around 20 [11, 23, 31, 47]. Furthermore, there exist a

few positive results concerning 2-layer Manhattan channel routing.

There is a linear time algorithm to decide whether a channel routing

problem is solvable in this model with a given width w [53]. (That is, the

algorithm runs in linear time in the length n for all constant width w, but

the running time depends superpolynomially on w.)
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The most well-known positive result on Manhattan channel routing is

the approximation algorithm due to Baker, Bhatt and Leighton. To state the

corresponding theorem, the notion of density (see page 13) must be extended

to channel routing as well to obtain a lower bound on the minimum width. To

each net, a horizontal interval is assigned stretching from its leftmost terminal

to its rightmost terminal (where the terminals of each net are considered

on both boundaries). The congestion of a vertical line e is the number of

intervals intersecting e. The density of a routing problem is defined as the

maximum congestion. It is worth mentioning that the congestion of a vertical

line belonging to the grid can be larger by at most 1 than the maximum

congestion of all vertical lines not belonging to the grid. Hence, in contrast

to single row routing, vertical lines of the grid should be considered when

determining the density of a channel routing problem. For example, the

congestion of the line e on Figure 4 is 3 (which proves that the solution

shown is optimal), while all vertical lines not belonging to the grid have

congestion at most 2.

4 2 3 4

2 31 1

e

Figure 4

Since the density is a lower bound on the minimum width, the natural

question arises if it is possible to give an upper bound on the minimum width

as a function of the density. However, the answer is no. It was observed by

Brown and Rivest [7] that the minimum width solution of the channel rout-
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ing problem of Figure 5 (which is often referred to as shift-right-1 problem)

requires Θ(
√

n) tracks, while the density is constant 2.

1 2 3 n

2 n31

Figure 5

This idea was further extended by Baker, Bhatt and Leighton [3]. They

defined a lower bound, called flux , on the minimum width which is indepen-

dent from the density. The following proposition serves as a preparation to

the somewhat technical definition of this notion. A net is called trivial if it

consists of two terminals situated in the same column.

Proposition 3 (S. B. Baker, S. N. Bhatt and F. T. Leighton, 1984) [3]

Choose k consecutive terminals on one boundary of a given channel routing

problem instance; denote the set of these terminals by S. Denote the number

of non-trivial nets that have terminals both in S and outside S by l. If a

solution with width w exists then

w(k − l) + w(w + 1) ≥ l.

Proof: Assume that the terminals of S are on the northern boundary. We

can assume without loss of generality that each net is non-trivial and each

net contains exactly two terminals: one terminal in S and one outside S. (If

this is not the case then choose one terminal in S and one outside S from

all non-trivial nets that have a terminal in S and delete all other terminals

from each net.) Thus the number of nets is l.
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Since each net contains two terminals, each wire can be chosen to be a

path. We will think of these paths as being directed from inside S to outside

S. The routing of each net consists of an alternating sequence of vertical

and horizontal wire segments (disregarding the vias between the two layers).

Since there are no trivial nets, each path contains at least one horizontal

segment. We will say that a net N is routed in track j if the first one of the

horizontal segments belonging to the routing of N is in track j.

Denote the set of the k consecutive columns belonging to S by C. Number

the tracks of the channel from north to south. Assume that a net N is routed

in track 1. Then its horizontal segment in track 1 either leaves C or it ends in

a column whose northern terminal is not occupied by any net. Since at most

two wires can leave C in track 1 and the number of unoccupied terminals in

S is k − l, the number of nets routed in track 1 is at most k − l + 2.

Now choose a track j for any 2 ≤ j ≤ w. Since at most two wires could

have left C in each one of the tracks 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, the routings of at least

l − 2(j − 1) nets must enter track j in C. These entering points occupy at

least l− 2j +2 gridpoints in track j (on the layer accomodating vertical wire

segments). Therefore if a net is routed in track j then the corresponding

horizontal segment in track j either leaves C (the number of such nets is at

most 2) or it ends in one of the remaining k− l + 2j − 2 columns. Hence the

number of nets routed in track j is at most k−l+2j (for each j = 1, 2, . . . , w).

Since each net is routed in one of the tracks, we get that

w
∑

j=1

(k − l + 2j) ≥ l,

which is equivalent to the statement of the proposition. 2

In accordance with the above proposition, the flux f of a channel routing

problem instance is defined as the the minimum (integer) value of w for

which the inequality of Proposition 3 holds for any choice of a number of

consecutive terminals on either boundary. (Here we follow the definition

of [30]; the original definition in [3] differs from the present one only by a

constant.) For example, the flux of the shift-right-1 problem (Figure 5) is

b√nc or d√ne. It is straightforward from the definition that the flux is always
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at most
√

t + 1, where t is the number of nets.

The flux f serves as a proof for the fact that there is no upper bound

on the minimum width as a function of the density d only. However, Baker,

Bhatt and Leighton [3] proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (S. B. Baker, S. N. Bhatt and F. T. Leighton, 1984) [3] Every

channel routing problem can be solved in the 2-layer Manhattan model with

width at most 2d + O(f). Furthermore, the bound on the width is at most

d + O(f) if each net consists of two terminals only.

The proof of the above theorem involves an algorithm which runs in linear

time in the area of the obtained routing. The disadvantage of the method

is that the number of extra columns that have to be added to the original

problem instance can be as large as O(f) (which can be as large as O(
√

t) in

the worst case). On the other hand, the authors of the above theorem claim

that the flux of practical channel routing problem instances appears to be

bounded by a small constant.

Essentially the same result as Theorem 4 is obtained in [56] with better

constants. The upper bound on the width is substantially improved to 3
2
d +

O(
√

d log d) + O(f) in [16, 17].

3.3.2 2 layers, fixed length Manhattan model

In this section we restrict the problem of 2-layer, Manhattan channel routing

in the sense that, in contrast to Section 3.3.1, we do not allow extra empty

columns to be added to the grid. We mentioned that some problem instances

become unsolvable with this restriction. The following theorem characterizes

all solvable specifications and provides an upper bound on the minimum

width if a solution exists.

A channel routing problem is called bipartite if each net contains ex-

actly two terminals, one on the northern, and one on the southern boundary.

A channel routing problem is dense if each terminal on the northern and

southern boundaries belongs to some net. (We always assume that each net

contains at least two terminals.) Recall that a net is called trivial if it consits

of two terminals which are situated in the same column.
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Theorem 5 (Sz. D., 2003) [52] A channel routing problem is not solvable

in the 2-layer Manhattan model (with an arbitrary width) if and only if it

is bipartite, dense and has at least one non-trivial net. Moreover, if a spec-

ification is solvable then it can be solved in linear time with width at most
3
2
n in the bipartite, and 7

4
n in the general case (where n is the length of the

channel).

To prove the above theorem, we need the following definition.

Definition 6 Assume that a channel routing problem N = {N1, . . . , Nt} is

given. The vertical constraint graph of N is a directed graph Gv whose

vertex set is N and a directed edge (Ni, Nj) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, i 6= j) is introduced

whenever there exists a column in which Ni has a northern terminal and Nj

has a southern terminal.

Proof of Theorem 5: Throughout the proof we assume that the top and

bottom layers are reserved for vertical and horizontal wire segments, respec-

tively.

In a dense, bipartite specification the length n of the channel equals the

number of nets. If a non-trivial net Ni exists, then the routing of Ni requires

at least one horizontal wire segment on the bottom layer in track j. The

remaining n − 1 nets must also cross track j. However, the two vias at the

endpoints of the horizontal wire segment belonging to Ni occupy two columns

on the top layer, therefore at most n−2 further nets can cross track j. Hence

such a specification cannot be routed.

To show the converse implication, first assume that a given specification

N = {N1, . . . , Nt} is bipartite. In this case each vertex of its vertical con-

straint graph Gv has both in-degree and out-degree at most one, therefore

each connected component is either a directed path or a directed cycle. If

each net is trivial then a trivial routing exists (with width 1). Otherwise we

construct a routing by processing the components of Gv one after the other.

(The routing of trivial nets can be solved by a single vertical segment on the

top layer, we disregard these henceforth.) We first process directed paths,

then directed cycles (otherwise the order of the components is arbitrary).
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Assume that the directed path P = (Ni1 , Ni2, . . . , Nik) is a component of Gv.

Proceeding from North to South, we assign a separate track on the bottom

layer to each net of P in the above order and route them in the most straight-

forward way: in the corresponding track of the bottom layer we introduce

a horizontal wire segment connecting the columns of the two terminals, we

switch to the top layer at both ends of this segment and connect to the two

terminals. Thus we have consumed k consecutive tracks to route the nets

of P . Now assume that the directed cycle C = (Ni1 , Ni2 , . . . , Nik , Ni1) is a

component of Gv. We choose a net of C, say Ni1 , arbitrarily; we are going to

refer to the chosen net as an exceptional net. Again, proceeding from North

to South we assign a track to each net of C in the above order. However,

the exceptional net Ni1 receives two tracks: the topmost and the bottom-

most track of the altogether k + 1 tracks assigned to C. Routing of the nets

Ni2 , . . . , Nik is performed in the same straightforward way as in the case of

directed paths. To route Ni1 , we first find a column in which the southern

terminal does not belong to any net. (Since the length n is larger than the

number of nets t by the assumption of the theorem, the existence of such a

column is guaranteed.) We place a vertical wire segment in this column on

the top layer to connect the two tracks assigned to Ni1 . At both ends of this

segment we switch to the bottom layer and introduce two horizontal wire

segments in the upper and lower tracks assigned to Ni1 to reach the column

of the northern and southern terminal of Ni1 , respectively. We complete the

routing of Ni1 by joining the endpoints of the above horizontal segments with

the two terminals using the top layer.

The routing of a bipartite specification, together with the corresponding

vertical constraint graph is shown in Figure 6. (Exceptional nets are 1 and

4.)

It is easy to verify that no conflict can occur between the routings of any

two nets. Since each track of the bottom layer is assigned completely to one

of the nets, no two wires intersect on this layer. Assume that both terminals

of a column are occupied by a net; then these two (not necessarily distinct)

nets belong to the same component of Gv. If neither of these two nets are

exceptional then the track assigned to the net of the northern terminal lies
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one unit north to the track assigned to the net of the southern terminal,

therefore the two vertical wire segments of this column are disjoint. This

is true even if, say, the net of the northern terminal is exceptional since in

this case this terminal is joined to the topmost of the tracks assigned to the

component of its net. If the northern terminal of a column is empty, but

the southern one is occupied by a net then only one vertical segment was

placed in this column, thus no conflict can occur. If the southern terminal

or both terminals of a column are empty then vertical segments belonging

to exceptional nets may have been placed in this column. If the northern

terminal is occupied by a net then this net is the endpoint of a directed path

in Gv, therefore it was processed prior to all exceptional nets. Thus no two

vertical segments can intersect even in such columns.

Finally, we consider the general (non-bipartite) case. The upper and lower

boundaries can each be regarded as a single row routing problem. These can
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be solved using Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1). This way the problem is

reduced to the bipartite case: from each net that appears on both boundaries

one northern and one southern terminal is chosen arbitrarily. Obviously, the

thus obtained bipartite problem is not dense, hence it can be routed using

the above described algorithm.

Now we show that the above constructed routing uses not more than 3
2
n

tracks in the bipartite, and not more than 7
4
n tracks in the general case.

If the problem is bipartite then the track consumption of the routing

of each non-exceptional and exceptional net is 1 and 2, respectively. Since

each connected component of Gv has at least two vertices, at most half of

the nets are exceptional. Hence, if t denotes the number of nets, we have

w ≤ t + t
2

= 3
2
t ≤ 3

2
n.

In the general case, denote by xi and yi the number of non-exceptional

and exceptional nets containing exactly i terminals, respectively (i ≥ 2).

Denote by e the number of terminals that are not occupied by any net. Thus

we have

e +
∑

i≥2

i · (xi + yi) = 2n. (1)

The following table shows the maximum number of tracks consumed by the

construction to route a net, depending on the number of terminals (correct-

ness of the values can easily be verified).

2 terminals 3 terminals ≥ 4 terminals
Non-exceptional nets 1 2 3

Exceptional nets 2 3 4

It follows that for the width w of the routing

w ≤ x2 + 2y2 + 2x3 + 3y3 + 3
∑

i≥4

xi + 4
∑

i≥4

yi (2)

holds. Furthermore,
∑

i

xi ≥
∑

i

yi (3)

follows from the fact that each connected component of Gv has at least two

vertices. From (1) and (2) we have

w ≤ 2n − s, (4)
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where

s = e + x2 + x3 +
∑

i≥4

((i − 3)xi + (i − 4)yi)) . (5)

Finally, 2n ≤ 8s is easy to verify from (1), (3) and (5), which proves w ≤ 7
4
n

by (4).

To conclude the proof, we show that the above presented construction

can be realized by a linear time algorithm. Since the two single row routing

problems for the two boundaries can be solved in linear time (Theorem 1), it

suffices to consider the bipartite case. The size of the input is O(n) since the

problem is specified by the two sequences of terminals on the two boundaries.

The vertical constraint graph Gv can be generated by a scanning of the

columns, that is, in O(n) time. With the same scanning x-coordinates of the

two terminals of each net can be recorded. By a scanning of the vertices of

Gv starting points of the directed path components of Gv (that is, vertices

with in-degree 0) can be found. Once a separate track is assigned to a net, its

routing requires constant time (since only the coordinates of the endpoints

of the straight wire-segments – together with the positions of the necessary

vias – are to be output). The same holds even for exceptinal nets if a column

with an empty southern terminal was previously recorded. Once a net is

routed, the next one to route can also be found in constant time using the

information provided by Gv. Hence the nets can be processed one-by-one,

yielding a total running time of O(n). 2

We also mention a straightforward corollary of the above theorem.

Corollary 6 Every channel routing problem can be solved in linear time in

the 2-layer Manhattan model if it is allowed to extend the length of the channel

by at most one (by introducing an extra column).

Proof: If an extra column is inserted, the obtained specification cannot be

dense. Hence it is solvable in linear time by the above theorem. 2

The construction of the above proof does not approximate the minimum

width within a constant factor. The natural question arises if the statement

of Theorem 4 remains to be true even if it is not allowed to introduce extra
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columns. However, the answer is no: since the density d of the shift-right-1

problem of Figure 5 is constant 2 and the flux f of the same problem is at

most d√ne, the following proposition shows that it is impossible to bound

the minimum width by O(d + f).

Proposition 7 The minimum width of a solution of the shift-right-1 problem

of Figure 5 is exactly n in the 2-layer Manhattan model (if no extra columns

are allowed to be added to the grid).

Proof: The idea is very similar to the proof of unsolvability in Theorem 5.

If a solution of the shift-right-1 problem is given, choose a track j in which

a horizontal wire segment belonging to a net N is placed (on the bottom

layer). The vias at the endpoints of this segment block two columns in the

top layer, so the number of remaining columns is n − 1. Since the wires of

the remaining n − 1 nets must also cross track j, it follows that there is no

other horizontal segment in track j than the one belonging to N . Since the

routing of each net requires at least one horizontal segment, it follows that

the required number of tracks is at least n. On the other hand, a solution

with width n is shown in Figure 5. 2

We mentioned that the minimum width of a solution of the shift-right-1

problem is Θ(
√

n) if the length of the channel is not fixed. Thus the above

proposition proves the fact that allowing extra columns to be added to the

grid does not only affect solvability, it can also modify the minimum width

significantly.

3.3.3 2 layers, dogleg free Manhattan model

A further, much investigated restriction of 2-layer Manhattan routing is dog-

leg free routing . If each wire in the solution of a channel routing problem in

the 2-layer Manhattan model contains a single horizontal wire segment only,

then the solution is called dogleg free. The importance of such a routing lies

in the fact that such a solution clearly minimizes the number of necessary

vias.
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Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1) provides a dogleg free solution, hence it

also proves that there is no difference between the complexity of Manhattan

routing and dogleg free routing in case of the single row routing problem.

However, in case of channel routing this is not true any more. For example,

the minimum width solution of the channel routing problem of Figure 7

requires 3 and 4 tracks in the Manhattan model (left hand side of Figure 7)

and in the dogleg free model (right hand side of Figure 7), respectively.

2 1 3

1 2

4 4

2 3 4
1 2 2 3 4

2 1 3 4 4

Figure 7

The class of unsolvable specifications is also much wider in the dogleg free

model than in the Manhattan model. However, solvable ones can still easily

be recognized: a specification is solvable in a dogleg free way if and only if its

vertical constraint graph Gv (see Definition 6) is acyclic. Moreover, if this is

true then the number of vertices in the longest directed path in Gv is a lower

bound on the minimum width. However, determining the minimum width of

a solution in the same model remains to be NP-hard [26]. Again, this is still

true even if each net is one-sided and contains two terminals only [20].

3.3.4 2 layers, unconstrained model

In the unconstrained model it is true that, in contrast to the Manhattan

model, every channel routing problem is solvable in polynomial time on 2

layers with a sufficiently large width (even without extending the length of

the channel). This was first proved by M. Marek-Sadowska and E. Kuh [35].
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Later A. Recski and F. Strzyzewski found a linear time algorithm.

Theorem 8 (A. Recski and F. Strzyzewski, 1990) [43] Every channel routing

problem can be solved in linear time in the 2-layer unconstrained model.

Their algorithm does not give an optimal width solution (however, the

obtained width can be upper-bounded by n in the bipartite, and by 3
2
n in the

general case). The complexity of the naturally arising question of finding a

minimum width routing is not known, but according to the widely accepted

conjecture of D. S. Johnson [24] it is NP-hard.

3.3.5 k layers, Manhattan model

It is also true that every channel routing problem is solvable in the k-layer

Manhattan model for every k ≥ 3. This can be proved by a simple modifi-

cation of Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1).

Denote the number of horizontal and vertical layers (that is, layers re-

served for horizontal and vertical wire segments) by h and v, respectively.

Obviously, h + v = k and |h − v| ≤ 1. Then dd/he is a trivial lower bound

on the minimum width (where d still denotes the density). The following

proposition is folklore.

Proposition 9 Every channel routing problem can be solved with width

dd/(v − 1)e in the Manhattan model (if v ≥ 2). Such a routing can be found

in linear time.

Proof: Number the layers 1, 2, . . . , k. We assume that k is odd; if this is

not the case then one layer will not be used. In the following construction

layers numbered with an odd number will contain vertical segments, while

the remaining layers will contain horizontal segments.

The intervals assigned to the nets (see page 17 for a definition) can be

packed into d colour classes using Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1). Use the

tracks of layers numbered with an even number to accomodate the colour

classes. (More precisely, each colour class corresponds to a set of horizontal
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wire segments and these sets of segments are placed into the tracks men-

tioned.) Since the number of horizontal layers used is v − 1, a width of

dd/(v − 1)e is indeed sufficient to accomodate all colour classes.

Place a single vertical wire segment in each column of every layer num-

bered with an odd number; in layers 1, 5, 9, . . . start this single segment from

the northern terminal, while in layers 3, 7, 11, . . . the segment should start

from the southern terminal. Now each net can be routed simply by intro-

ducing the appropriate vias connecting the vertical segments starting from

the terminals with the single horizontal segment corresponding to the inter-

val of the net. (Note that most of the vertical wire segments used in the

above construction are unnecessary; they were introduced only to make the

description of the construction simpler.) 2

The above construction gives an optimal solution only if k is odd and

v = h + 1 is a further constraint on the routing model. In general we only

get that
⌈

d

dk
2
e

⌉

≤ min w ≤
⌈

d

dk
2
e − 1

⌉

.

Thus the above algorithm approximates the optimum width with a factor of
dk

2
e

dk
2
e − 1

. However, the complexity of finding a minimum width routing is

known to be NP-hard [40].

3.4 Switchbox Routing

In this section we consider the general switchbox routing problem, that is,

in which terminals are placed on all four boundaries of the grid. (In the

literature it is common to use the name “swithcbox routing” only for this

general case.)

As opposed to single row routing and channel routing, both the length n

and the width w are fixed by the specification of such a problem instance.

Therefore the objective is to minimize the number of layers needed (or to

decide solvability on a given number of layers).

Since switchbox routing is a generalization of channel routing, it follows

from Theorem 2 that deciding solvability in the 2-layer Manhattan model is
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NP-complete. Again, many heuristics with a good performance have been

proposed, see [9, 21, 25, 33] for example.

We have seen that in case of single row and channel routing two layers

were always sufficient to solve any problem (and if we restrict ourselves to the

Manhattan model, three layers were needed in case of channel routing). This,

however, is not true for the general switchbox routing problem. Moreover,

no fixed number of layers suffice, which is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 10 (S. E. Hambrusch, 1985) [22] For every positive integer k there

exists a switchbox routing problem that cannot be solved on k layers in the

unconstrained model.

Proof: Consider the switchbox routing problem of Figure 8. The congestion

of the line e is n + w, that is, each of the n + w nets have terminals on both

sides of e. Therefore the existence of a routing on k layers implies n+w ≤ kw

since there are w rows on every layer. From this we have n
w

+ 1 ≤ k. The

value of n and w can be chosen such that this inequality does not hold, which

proves the theorem. 2

Obviously, if k becomes very large then the construction of the above

proof becomes merely theoretical because the length n cannot be very large

compared to the width w in practical problems. Denote the ratio max( n
w
, w

n
)

by m. The proof of the above theorem also includes the following statement:

dme + 1 is a lower bound on the minimum number of layers of a solution in

the worst case. A slight modification of the proof shows that if we restrict

ourselves to the Manhattan model then at least 2dme + 1 layers are needed

in the worst case if m > 1 and 4 layers are needed if m = 1 (since in the

latter case both lines e and f have congestion 2n = 2w). The following

observation, which seems to be new, claims that 4 is also a lower bound in

the unconstrained case (and thus the above lower bound of dme + 1 can be

improved if m ≤ 2).

Proposition 11 Any solution of the switchbox routing problem of Figure 8

uses at least 4 layers (in the unconstrained model).
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Proof: Assume indirectly that a routing is given on k ≤ 3 layers. Since

each net has only two terminals, it can be assumed that the wires are paths.

Denote by N the number of non-terminal vertices of the k-layer grid graph

that are used by the routing. It is easy to verify that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n
2

the

number of (non-terminal) vertices of a shortest path connecting the terminals

of the net i or the net n + 1 − i is n + w + 1 − 2i. Similarly, for every

1 ≤ i ≤ w
2

the number of (non-terminal) vertices of the wire routing the

net n + i or n + w + 1 − i is also at least n + w + 1 − 2i. Therefore N ≥

2

n/2
∑

i=1

(n+w+1−2i)+2

w/2
∑

i=1

(n+w+1−2i) = 2nw+
n2 + w2

2
. Moreover, if a

net is routed along a shortest path then its routing belongs to a single layer.

Hence the number of such nets is at most k since no two nets can be routed

on a common single layer for simple topological reasons. Now n+w > 3 ≥ k

implies N > 2nw +
n2 + w2

2
. On the other hand, N ≤ knw since each layer

has nw vertices. From this we have k > 2 +
n2 + w2

2nw
≥ 3, a contradiction.
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2

The above bounds show that the minimum number of layers in the worst

case for the routing of a switchbox problem can be lower bounded as a func-

tion of the ratio m = max( n
w
, w

n
). It is a natural question whether there is

also an upper bound on the necessary number of layers as a function of m?

The following theorem answers this question in the affirmative.

Theorem 12 (E. Boros, A. Recski and F. Wettl, 1995) [5] Any switchbox

routing problem can be solved in linear time on at most 18 layers if m ≤ 2

and on at most 2m + 14 layers if m > 2 in the unconstrained model.

The authors conjecture that actually dme + 3 layers also suffice; this,

however, is still open.

Section 4 will be dedicated completely to switchbox routing in the Man-

hattan model. Among other results we will prove an improvement on the

above theorem: we will show that 2dme + 4 layers suffice, even in the Man-

hattan model.

3.5 Gamma Routing

The special case of the switchbox routing problem in which all the terminals

of each net are situated on two adjacent boundaries of the grid (say, they are

all northern or western) is called gamma routing . The objective in a gamma

routing problem is again to minimize the number of layers needed (since both

the length n and the width w are fixed).

Although the complexity of the gamma routing problem is not known,

it seems to be substantially easier than general switchbox routing (or even

channel routing) and certain special cases are known to be polynomially

tractable. For example, the following observation is trivial: if each net has at

least one terminal both on the northern and on the western boundaries then

the problem instance can be solved on two layers in the Manhattan model.

The problem of gamma routing seems to be completely solved in the two-

layer Manhattan model if each net contains two terminals only: S. A. Wu

and J. JáJá [57] gave an algorithm which decides the solvability of such a
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problem instance and constructs a solution if possible. The running time

of their algorithm is linear in the number of nets and, furthermore, it uses

the minimum number of vias. The core of the algorithm is an extension of

Gallai’s method (Theorem 1).

E. Boros, A. Recski, T. Szkaliczki and F. Wettl [4] provide solutions under

partly more general conditions: they allow each net to have more than one

terminals either on the northern or the western boundary (but not both).

On the other hand, the routing model is restricted to the two-layer, dogleg

free Manhattan model, where a dogleg free solution means that the routing

of a net with k terminals uses k − 1 vias. They give an algorithm which

decides solvability and, if possible, constructs a solution for such problems.

The running time of their algorithm is O(nwt), where n and w are the length

and the width of the board and t is the number of nets. Their method is

simplified and slightly extended in [54].

We mention that the minimum number of layers needed for a gamma

routing problem in the Manhattan model can be approximated in linear

time with an additive constant of 3 in a trivial way; see the last paragraph

of Section 4.2.

3.6 Edge-Disjoint Routing

In Definition 2 we defined the solution of a detailed routing problem as a set of

pairwise vertex-disjoint, connected subgraphs. However, as we have already

mentioned in Section 2.1, the variant of the above definition, in which the

subgraphs are required to be edge-disjoint only, is also of interest. This is

called edge-disjoint routing and it is considered mostly in the single layer

(planar) case.

Apparently, a planar edge-disjoint solution of a routing problem has no

direct application. However, it can be regarded as a first step to obtain a

vertex-disjoint routing. Assume, for example, that a (vertex-disjoint) solu-

tion of a routing problem is given in the 2-layer Manhattan model. Then the

projection of the two layers on a single layer gives an edge-disjoint solution

of the same problem. Moreover, wires of the projection can only intersect in
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a + shape, they never share a corner as in Figure 9. (The situation shown

in Figure 9 is called a knock-knee, and planar edge-disjoint routing is some-

times also referred to as knock-knee routing .) Conversely, if no knock-knee

occurs in a planar edge-disjoint routing, then it can easily be converted into

a two-layer Manhattan routing.

Figure 9

In general, in the layer assignment problem we aim at transforming an

edge-disjoint routing into a vertex-disjoint one on as few layers as possible.

That is, a layer is assigned to each edge of the edge-disjoint routing, such

that the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. wire edges sharing a vertex are placed on different layers, if they belong

to different nets;

2. wire edges sharing a vertex v that belong to the same net are

(a) either placed on the same layer,

(b) or they are placed on two different layers such that the vertices

corresponding to v on the layers between the two assigned layers

are not occupied by any other wire (so that the necessary vias can

be inserted).

It is fairly easy to decide whether a planar edge-disjoint routing can be

transformed into a vertex-disjoint one on two layers. However, the range of

such routings is very limited. The problem is much more complicated with

three layers.

Theorem 13 (W. Lipski, Jr., 1984) [32] It is NP-complete to decide, whether

a planar edge-disjoint routing can be transformed into a vertex disjoint one

on three layers.
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In light of the above theorem the following result can be surprising.

Theorem 14 (M.L. Brady and D. J. Brown, 1984) [6] Every planar edge-

disjoint routing can be transformed into a vertex disjoint one on four layers.

The research of edge-disjoint routing started with the pioneering paper of

A. Frank [13], in which a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability

of a routing problem is given, provided that each net consists of two terminals

only. This theorem adds a new item into the toolbox for proving unsolvability

of routing problems: besides the usual arguments involving congestion, the

notion of parity also plays an important role.

Before we state the theorem we mention that, in case of edge-disjoint

routing, the usual formulation of the routing problem differs from the one

given in Section 3.1 in two details: terminals can appear on the corners

of the board and wires can use grid edges of the boundaries of the board.

Furthermore, in Frank’s theorem it is also permitted to place at most two

terminals on the corners of the board. With this extension it is easy to see

that the setting of the problem is equivalent to the original one: if a planar

routing problem is defined in accordance with Section 3.1 and the terminals

are moved one unit to the direction of the opposite boundary then we get an

equivalent routing problem in which the wires can use the boundaries.

The notion of congestion can be defined for edge-disjoint routing problems

as before: if e is a vertical or a horizontal line that cuts the grid into two then

c(e) denotes the number of nets separated by e. If w and n denote the number

of rows and columns of the grid, respectively then c(e) ≤ w for each vertical

line e and c(e) ≤ n for each horizontal line e are straightforward necessary

conditions for solvability. However, these conditions are not sufficient as

shown by the example of Figure 10.

In the remaining part of this section we restrict ourselves to planar, edge-

disjoint routing problems in which each net has two terminals only. Therefore

each wire in any solution can be assumed to be a path. Let X be a subset

of the vertices of the grid. Denote by e(X) the number of grid edges leaving

X and denote by n(X) the number of nets having exactly one terminal in
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X. Call X an odd set if e(X) + n(X) is odd. The following simple lemma is

going to be the main tool for obtaining a stronger necessary condition.

Lemma 15 (A. Frank, 1982) [13] If X is an odd set then no solution of a

given routing problem can use all grid edges leaving X.

Proof: Denote by EX the set of edges leaving X. If a net N has exactly one

terminal in X then its wire uses an odd number of edges from EX . Similarly,

if a net N has no terminal in X or it has both terminals in X then its wire

uses an even number of edges from EX . Therefore the number of edges in EX

which are used by an arbitrary routing has the same parity as n(X). Since X

is odd, n(X) and e(X) have different parities, which proves the lemma. 2

Call a horizontal line e a saturated line if c(e) = n holds; similarly, a

vertical line e is saturated if c(e) = w. Denote the number of horizontal

saturated lines by h and let e be any vertical line. Then the part of the

board left from e is cut into h+1 rectangular areas by the saturated horizontal

lines; the number of odd sets among the subsets of vertices corresponding

to these h + 1 rectangular areas is called the parity congestion of e. The

parity congestion, which is denoted by p(e), is defined in an analogous way

for horizontal lines e.

Theorem 16 (A. Frank, 1982) [13] If each net contains two terminals

only then a planar, edge-disjoint routing problem is solvable if and only if

c(e) + p(e) ≤ w holds for each vertical line e and c(e) + p(e) ≤ n holds for

each horizontal line e.

Proof of necessity: Assume that a solution is given. Let e be any vertical

line. Denote the odd sets in the definition of p(e) by X1, . . . , Xp(e). For all
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1 ≤ i ≤ p(e) there is an edge ei leaving Xi which is not used by the routing

by Lemma 15. Obviously, ei cannot intersect a saturated line, thus it is

horizontal. Therefore e is intersected by at least p(e) edges not used by the

routing and at least c(e) further edges which are used by the routing. This

proves c(e) + p(e) ≤ w. The proof is analogous for horizontal lines e. 2

Figure 11 (which is taken from [13]) shows an example for the above

theorem. The parity congestion of the line e in the left hand side routing

problem is p(e) = 4, since the number of saturated horizontal lines (shown

with dotted lines) is 3 and all 4 rectangular areas left from e (shown with

dashed lines) correspond to odd sets. The congestion of e is c(e) = 4, thus

the problem is not solvable by 4+4 > 6. The right hand side routing problem

together with its solution is shown only to illustrate that a minor change in

the specification can result in a solvable problem.

2 3 4 5

5 1 4 3 2

1

e

1

5 1 4 3 2

2 3 4 5

Figure 11

The proof of sufficiency of Theorem 16 also involves an algorithm which

runs is linear time in the area of the obtained routing. A sublinear algo-

rithm in the area was also found by K. Mehlhorn and F. P. Preparata [36].

Many papers have considered the general case (in which the nets can have

arbitrarily many terminals), see [38] for a survey.
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4 Switchbox Routing in the Multilayer Man-

hattan Model

In this section we consider the switchbox routing problem again. We present a

linear time algorithm that solves any such problem in the Manhattan model.

The number of layers used will not be too far from the optimum; see the

details below. As a corollary, we will be able to improve the result of Theo-

rem 12.

4.1 The Square-Shaped Switchbox

In this section we consider the square-shaped switchbox first, that is, for

which n = w (and thus the value of m defined in Section 3.4 is 1). We have

seen that the necessary number of layers to solve such a problem is at least

4 in the worst case, even in the unconstrained model (see Proposition 11).

Furthermore, it is verified in [19] that the number of layers needed is at least

6 in the Manhattan model for the 2 × 2 problem of Figure 12. Although no

better lower bound than 4 is known in the n× n case, the following theorem

is not far from being optimal.

2

3

4

12

3

4

1

Figure 12

Theorem 17 (Sz. D., 1997) [51] Every square-shaped switchbox can be

solved on 6 layers in the Manhattan model.

Proof: We illustrate the proof on the switchbox routing problem of Figure 13.
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Obviously, one can assume without loss of generality that every terminal

belongs to some net and that every net has at least two elements.

In order to simplify reference to them, we classify the nets according to

the boundaries of the switchbox on which they occur and the number of

occurrences on the boundaries. We say, for example, that a net is SE type

if it has terminals on the southern and eastern boundaries, but not on the

other two ones; a net is N type if it has only northern terminals; a net is NSW

type if it has terminals on the northern, southern and western boundaries,

but not on the eastern one, etc. Furthermore we say, for example, that a net

is S1W1 type if it has exactly two terminals, one of which is on the southern

boundary and the other is on the western one; a net is N1W type if it has one

terminal on the north, some (maybe one) on the west and none elsewhere; a

net is S≥2W1 type if it has at least two terminals on the south, exactly one

on the west and none elsewhere, etc.

Getting on to the proof at last, we may obviously assume without loss of

generality that out of NE, NW, SE, SW type nets NE nets are (one of) the

greatest in number. (In the example of Figure 13 there is exactly one of all

the four types, so the condition holds.) Having this in mind, the sketch of the

construction is shown in Figure 14. The term S-comb means, for example,

that on that layer a wire segment leads from each southern terminal to (for

the sake of simplicity) the opposite boundary (unnecessary wire ends can be
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removed later on). The 2nd layer will contain horizontal wire segments while

the 5th will contain vertical ones, thus the construction will indeed be in the

Manhattan model.
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Figure 14

We associate tracks of the 2nd layer and columns of the 5th layer with the

nets: these tracks and columns may only contain wire segments belonging to

the net with which they are associated. The following nets are given a track

on the 2nd layer (each listed net is given one track):

• nets having altogether at least two terminals on the northern and south-

ern boundaries, but which are not NE type;

• N1W type nets;

• half of the S1W1 type nets (if there is an odd number of these then we

mean the upper integer part).

Similarly, the following nets are given a column on the 5th layer:

• nets having altogether at least two terminals on the eastern and western

boundaries, but which are not NE type;

• SE1 type nets;
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• the remaining half of the S1W1 type nets.

Consequently, in the example of Figure 13 nets 1,3,5,7 and 8 are given

a track on the 2nd layer, nets 4 and 6 are given a column on the 5th layer.

(The rest of the columns of the 5th layer are not associated with any net,

these columns remain empty.)

Let us accept for a while that there is indeed a sufficient number of tracks

and columns on the 2nd and 5th layers to accomodate the listed nets; we

will come back to this at the end of the proof. Instead we make rules for

how the nets that are given a track (or column) on the 2nd (or 5th) layer

should share these. If a net is given a track on the 2nd layer and there is a

terminal belonging to this net on the western boundary then this net must

be given a track next to (one of) its western occurrence(s). (This obviously

can always be managed.) Such nets will further on be called fixed to the west.

If a net does not have a terminal on the western boundary then there is no

restriction as to which track it should be given. Similarly, if a net is given

a column on the 5th layer and there is a terminal belonging to this net on

the southern boundary then this net must be given a track above (one of)

its southern occurrence(s) (and such nets are called fixed to the south). A

possible distribution of the tracks and columns on the 2nd and 5th layers of

the illustrative example is shown in Figure 15. The tracks and columns are

marked with the number of the net with which they are associated. Tracks

and columns assigned to nets that are fixed to the west or to the south are

extended to the respective boundary.

After all this preparation the desired routing can at last be given. Ver-

tical wire segments on the 1st and 3rd layers coming from the northern and

southern members of a net Ni can be interconnected by means of a single

wire segment with the necessary vias in the track of the 2nd layer associated

with the net Ni. If Ni is fixed to the west then the western terminal left to

the track assigned to Ni also belongs to Ni, so the wire segment in the track

should be extended to reach this terminal as well. Similarly, wire segments

(on the 4th and 6th layers) coming from the western and eastern members

of a net can be interconnected in the columns of the 5th layer. Wire seg-

ments belonging to nets that are fixed to the south are likewise extended to
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reach the southern terminals. Finally, we introduce extra vias between the

3rd and 4th layers suitably: if a northern and an eastern terminal belong

to the same net then the vertical wire segment coming from the northern

terminal on the 3rd layer and the horizontal wire segment coming from the

eastern terminal on the 4th layer can be connected through an appropriate

via. (Evidently, it is not necessary to take advantage of all the possibilities

to introduce the above mentioned vias. It is trivial that for each net the

number of vias needed between the 3rd and 4th layers is at most the total

number northern and eastern terminals minus 1.)

The final routing of our illustrative example is shown in Figure 16 (unne-

cessary wire ends have also been removed from the ‘comb layers’). Vias going

up and down from a layer are denoted by squares and circles, respectively.

We claim that the above described routing is good. This must be verified

by distinguishing cases. If a net is of N, S or NS type then it was given a track

on the 2nd layer (every net has at least two members) so its members became

interconnected in the above described way. The situation is the same with

E, W and EW type nets which were given a column on the 5th layer. If a net

is NW type then it was surely given a track on the 2nd layer, through which

northern members of the net became interconnected. In addition, since this

net is fixed to the west, northern members also became connected with one

of the western terminals. If, on the other hand, the net has more than one
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western terminals then it was also given a column on the 5th layer through

which western members of the net also became interconnected. Analogously,

SE type nets were surely given a column on the 5th layer, these nets are

fixed to the south and if one of them has more than one southern terminals

then it was also given a track on the 2nd layer. The wiring of NE type

nets is solved simply by the extra vias between the 3rd and 4th layers. The

most difficult is the case of SW type nets. S≥2W≥2 nets were both given a

track on the 2nd and a column on the 5th layer, thus both the southern and

the western members of these nets became interconnected within themselves.

Moreover, since such a net is fixed both to the west and to the south, the two

groups also became (doubly) connected with each other. S≥2W1 nets were

only given a track on the 2nd layer, but such a net is fixed to the west, thus

the southern terminals are connected with each other and the single western

terminal. Wiring of the S1W≥2 nets is analogous. Finally, whether a S1W1

type net was given a track on the 2nd or a column on the 5th layer, its wiring

is solved since the net is fixed either to the west or to the south.

We can start to deal with nets appearing on at least 3 boundaries. NSW

nets were surely given a track on the 2nd layer and they are fixed to the west,

which solves the interconnection of the northern and southern members as

well as the connection of all these to (one of) the western one(s). If there are

more than one western members then the net was also given a column on the

5th layer, thus the wiring is complete. In case of NSE nets the only difference

is that such a net is not fixed to the west, but this is compensated by the

extra vias between the 3rd and 4th layers which interconnect the northern

and eastern terminals. Wiring of the SEW and NEW type nets is analogous

to the above. Finally, NSWE type nets were both given a track on the 2nd

and a column on the 5th layer, such nets are fixed both to the west and the

south, thus the wiring of these nets is more than complete.

We still owe the proof that there is a sufficient number of tracks and

columns on the 2nd and 5th layers, respectively, to be enough for the listed

nets. We prove this only for the 2nd layer, the proof for the 5th layer is sim-

ilar. Let n denote the length (and at the same time width) of the switchbox;

let x denote the number of nets having altogether at least 2 terminals on the
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northern and southern boundaries but which are not NE type; let y denote

the number of N1W type nets; let z denote the number of S1W1 nets; finally,

let t denote the number of NE nets. Using these notations, x + y + d z
2
e ≤ n

is to be proved. Since there are altogether 2n terminals on the northern and

southern boundaries, obviously 2x + y + z + t ≤ 2n. Because of the assump-

tion made at the beginning of the proof y ≤ t holds, thus 2x + 2y + z ≤ 2n

is also true. Divided by 2 we get x + y + z
2
≤ n and since x, y and n are

integers, the proof is complete. 2

Proposition 18 The construction of the above proof can be realized by a

linear time algorithm.

Proof: The length of the input is obviously 4n (since four sequences of ter-

minals form the input.)

The algorithm should consider the nets one by one and decide whether

the examined net should be given a track on the 2nd layer and/or a column

on the 5th one (this requires nothing but scanning the terminals belonging

to the net). It can at the same time assign the possibly awarded tracks

and/or columns to the nets and place the necessary wire segments and the

vias in the tracks/columns. For all this, it is enough to scan the terminals

of the nets a second time. Meanwhile, the algorithm must make sure to give

appropriate tracks and columns to the nets that are fixed to the west or to the

south. If this meets with difficulties because a necessary track or column was

previously given to a formerly examined net then it should simply remove

the wire segment in way to a still empty track or column (preserving the

position of the wire segment and the vias in the track or column). During the

repeated scanning of the nets, the algorithm deals twice with each terminal

(4n in number), so the number of operations is linear.

In the next phase the extra vias are placed between the 3rd and 4th

layers. We mentioned before that the necessary number of vias for each net

is at most the number of northern and eastern terminals (minus 1). Hence

the total number of vias needed between the 3rd and 4th layers is not more

than the number of northern and eastern terminals together, that is, 2n.
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The ‘combs’ of the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 6th layers are made in the last phase.

If we want to avoid unnecessary wire ends, there is no need to draw the wires

to the opposite boundary, it is enough to draw them to the last via (which

we already know). 2

4.2 The Switchbox of Arbitrary Shape

In this section we consider the general switchbox routing problem. The

following theorem, which is a new result of this dissertation, shows that the

minimum number of layers needed for a switchbox routing problem in the

Manhattan model can be approximated with an additive constant of 5 in

linear time.

Theorem 19 Assume that a switchbox routing problem instance with length

n and width w is given such that n ≥ w. Denote by d the maximum congestion

of all vertical lines that cut the grid into two. Then the minimum number of

layers needed for a solution in the Manhattan model is between 2d d
w
e− 1 and

2d d
w
e + 4. A solution on 2d d

w
e + 4 layers can be found in linear time.

Proof: If e is a vertical line with congestion d then d wires must intersect e.

At most w wires can intersect e on each layer reserved for horizontal wire

segments. Thus the number of such layers is at least d d
w
e which proves that

2d d
w
e − 1 is a lower bound on the total number of layers.

We suitably modify the proof of Theorem 17 to obtain the upper bound.

There is nothing to change on layers 4, 5 and 6 (see Figure 14). A similar

calculation as that in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 17 shows

that the number of nets that require a column on the 5th layer (see page 40)

is at most w which shows that the same construction works by w ≤ n.

The main modification compared to the proof of Theorem 17 will be that,

instead of awarding complete tracks of the (original) 2nd layer to nets, we will

use the same track to accomodate horizontal wire segments for more than

one nets. (The idea is going to be very similar to that of Proposition 9.) For

this, we associate a horizontal interval to each net that received a track on

the 2nd layer in the proof of Theorem 17 (see page 40); denote the set of
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these nets by N ′. An interval corresponding to a net N ∈ N ′ stretches from

the column of the leftmost terminal to the column of the rightmost terminal

belonging to N . (Here we consider all four boundaries; if, for example a net

has a western terminal then the left endpoint of its interval is on the western

boundary.)

Denote the density of the routing problem defined by the nets of N ′ by

d′. Using Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1) we can pack the intervals assigned

to nets of N ′ into d′ colour classes. If d′ ≤ w then the original construction

of Theorem 17 works with a straightforward modification: sets of horizontal

wire segments corresponding to the colour classes are placed in a common

track of the 2nd layer. Each colour class contains at most one net that is fixed

to the west (since the intervals of any two such nets intersect on the western

boundary), thus wire segments belonging to these nets can be extended to

reach the terminal on the western boundary in the same way. If, on the

other hand, d′ > w holds then we add further layers to the construction of

Figure 14: a new layer is placed above the 1st one to hold horizontal wire

segments, a N-comb comes on top of this one, again a new layer for horizontal

wire segments, then a S-comb, etc. In other words, new layers are sandwiched

between N-combs and S-combs. The horizontal tracks on these new layers

are going to serve as the tracks of the 2nd layer did in Theorem 17.

Since d′ colour classes have to be packed into tracks of the “sandwiched”

layers (including the original 2nd layer), d d′

w
e such layers are needed. There-

fore, as it can be seen from the construction, 2d d′

w
e + 4 layers are used alto-

gether. This proves the statement of the theorem by d′ ≤ d.

It is obvious that the algorithm realizing the above construction is also

linear, as both Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1) and the algorithm of Propo-

sition 18 were linear. 2

We have seen in Section 3.4 that at least 2dme + 1 layers are needed

in the worst case to solve a switchbox routing problem in the Manhattan

model. (Recall that m = max( n
w
, w

n
), where n and w are the length and the

width of the switchbox, respectively.) An upper bound of max{18, 2m + 14}
was provided by Theorem 12, but only in the unconstrained model. As

a corollary of the above theorem we can improve this bound, even in the
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Manhattan model.

Corollary 20 (Sz. D., 1997) [51] Every switchbox can be solved in linear

time on 2dme + 4 layers in the Manhattan model.

Proof: n ≥ w can be assumed. We show that the construction of the proof

of Theorem 19 proves the present theorem as well; we adopt the terminology

of that proof. A similar calculation as that of the last paragraph in the proof

of Theorem 17 shows that the number of nets in N ′ is at most n, hence

d′ ≤ n holds. Therefore the number of layers used in the construction is

2dd′

w
e + 4 ≤ 2d n

w
e + 4 = 2dme + 4. 2

We mention two further corollaries of Theorem 19. Assume that one of

the four boundaries of a switchbox routing problem contains no terminal;

this special case is sometimes referred to as C-shaped routing problem. This

means that the lowest layer in the construction of Theorem 19 (see Figure 14)

contains no wire segment, thus it can be omitted. (This corresponds to the

assumption in the proof of Theorem 17 that the number of NE nets is at

least the number of NW, SE and SW nets.) Hence the upper bound can be

improved to 2d d
w
e + 3 in case of a C-shaped routing problem (while the lower

bound remains unchanged). In particular, every C-shaped routing problem

can be solved on 5 layers in the Manhattan model if n = w [41, 42].

Furthermore, if we restrict ourselves to the gamma routing problem (see

Section 3.5) then the topmost layer of the construction of Theorem 19 can

also be removed. Assume now that the western and southern boundaries

are empty. In this case, instead of adding N-combs and S-combs alternat-

ingly, we only need N-combs (for every second layer). Hence the topmost

layer, which would be a N-comb, is not needed, since the intervals on any

“sandwiched layer” are connected to the northern terminals on the layer be-

low. Therefore the upper bound becomes 2d d
w
e + 2 (while the lower bound

remains 2d d
w
e − 1). We mention, however, that in this case there are no fixed

nets any more, so the construction becomes trivial; it can be regarded as a

double application of Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1).
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5 Single Active Layer Routing

Although the solution of a switchbox problem can require arbitrarily many

layers, switchbox routing can still be regarded as a 2-dimensional problem:

the input consists of four sequences (the terminals on the four boundaries)

and the output consists of a fixed number of planar layers (provided that the

value of m defined in Section 3.4 is fixed).

Due to the quick improvement of routing technology, research has recently

turned towards ‘real’ 3-dimensional routing. There are plenty of deep results

in this area, see [1, 2, 10, 12, 15, 27, 28, 29, 48, 50], for example. Most of them

embed certain ’universal-purpose’ graphs (like n-permuters, n-rearrangeable

permutation networks, shuffle-exchange graphs) into the 3-dimensional grid,

ensuring that pairs of terminals can be connected, moreover, in some papers

along edge-disjoint paths. In the results of this section we allow multitermi-

nal nets as well, and ensure vertex disjoint paths (or Steiner-trees) for the

interconnections of the terminals within each net.

Throughout, we restrict ourselves to the single active layer routing prob-

lem, where terminals to be interconnected are situated on a rectangular pla-

nar grid of size n × w and the routing should be realized in a cubic grid

of height h above the original grid that contains the terminals. Evidently,

the height h is to be optimized. Henceforth we will use the term ‘vertical

direction’ to refer to the direction of h (that is, the direction perpendicular

to the n × w rectangle) and not for the direction of w.

One can easily see even in small instances like 4×1 or 2×2 (see Figure 17)

that a routing is usually impossible unless either the length n or the width

w may be extended by introducing extra rows or columns between rows and

columns of the original grid. It seems that the nature of the problem depends

fundamentally on whether only one of the dimensions n and w is extended

by a constant factor or both of them.

In the next section we define the single active layer routing problem and

we prove two straightforward bounds. Then we consider the case in which

only the width w can be extended by a contstant factor (and n is extended

by at most 1). In the last section we deal with the case in which both n and
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w are extended.

5.1 Definitions and Straightforward Bounds

The single active layer routing problem is a special case of the detailed routing

problem defined in Definitions 1 and 2. However, for the sake of convenience,

we now give an independent definition for this problem.

Definition 7 The vertices of a given (planar) grid of size w × n (consisting

of w rows and n columns) are called terminals. A net N is a set of terminals.

A single active layer routing problem (or SALRP for short) is a set N =

{N1, N2, . . . , Nt} of pairwise disjoint nets. n and w are the length and the

width of the routing problem, respectively.

Definition 8 By a spacing of sw in direction w we are going to mean that

we introduce sw − 1 pieces of extra columns between every two consecutive

columns (and also to the right hand side of the rightmost column) of the

original grid. This way the width of the grid is extended to w ′ = sw · w. A

spacing of sn in direction n is defined analogously.

Definition 9 A solution with a given spacing sw and sn of a routing problem

N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nt} is a set H = {H1, H2, . . . , Ht} of pairwise vertex-

disjoint, connected subgraphs in the cubic grid of size (w · sw) × (n · sn) × h

(above the original planar grid containing the terminals) such that Ni ⊂
V (Hi), that is, Hi connects the terminals of Ni. The subgraphs Hi are again

called wires. h is called the height of the routing and a cross-section of the

cubic grid perpendicular to the height (and therefore of size (w ·sw)× (n ·sn))

is called a layer.
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Again, the wires can evidently be chosen to be Steiner-trees.

In order to simplify the description of the routings, we are going to use

the term w-wire segment to refer to a wire segment that is parallel with the

width w of the grid. The meaning of the terms n-wire segment and h-wire

segment is analogous.

Lemma 21 For any given n and sw there exists a routing problem that can-

not be solved with height h smaller than n
2sw

.

Proof: Let, for simplicity, the width and the length be even, let w = 2a

and n = 2b. Consider the following example (the idea is very similar to

that in Theorem 10). Suppose that each net consists of two terminals in

central-symmetric position as shown in Figure 18.

1t

tn+1 n+2t

t2

t2n

tn−1

tan

tn b+1t

tb

tb

tb+1 tn−1 tn

t2n

tan

tn+2 tn+1

t2 t1

t2n−1

t2n−1

e

Figure 18

The number of nets is an. Since each net is cut into two by the central

vertical line e, any routing with width w′ = sw ·w and height h must satisfy

w′h ≥ an. Therefore h ≥ (w/2w′)n, hence h ≥ n
2sw

. 2

Lemma 22 If sw ≥ 2 and sn ≥ 2 then every routing problem can be solved

with height h ≤ wn
2

.
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Proof: We assign a separate layer to each net. For every terminal we intro-

duce an h-wire segment to connect the terminal with the layer of its net. The

interconnection of the terminals of each net can now be performed trivially

on its layer using the extra rows and columns guaranteed by the spacing in

both directions.

Since 1-terminal nets can be disregarded, the number of nets is at most
1
2
nw thus h ≤ wn

2
follows immediately. 2

5.2 The sn = 1 Case

An alternative interpretation of Lemma 22 is that if we fix w then there is a

routing of height h = O(n), provided that sw, sn ≥ 2. However, the truth of

the same statement is not at all obvious in the sn = 1 case. In this section

we aim at proving that if w is fixed and sw ≥ 8 holds then a routing of height

h = O(n) can be found even in the sn = 1 case (and in t = O(n) time).

Theorem 23 (Recski A. and Sz. D., 2001) [44] If sw ≥ 8 then for any fixed

value of w and for any n a single active layer routing problem can always be

solved in time t = O(n) and with height h = O(n) such that the length n is

preserved or increased by at most one. Both linear bounds are best possible.

Our algorithm gives t = O(w3n) and h = O(wD), where D is defined

below. (The straightforward lower bound for the time is the length of the

input, that is, t = Ω(wn).)

Proof: Since w is fixed, one can also imagine the input as w rows of terminals

(each of length n) or as a set of
(

w
2

)

channel routing problems, each with

length n and with a given density. Let D be the maximum of these densities.

Clearly, D ≤ n. (We mention that in the example of Lemma 21 D = n holds,

therefore the lower bound h = Ω(D) is also true.)

5.2.1 Two Simple Steps

1. Suppose at first that w = 1. Then what we have is essentially a single row

routing problem with density d. Each net determines an interval of length
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at most n and these intervals can be packed in a vertex-disjoint way into d

parallel lines (or tracks), using Gallai’s algorithm (Theorem 1). Using the

2-layer Manhattan model, we can arrange the tracks in a horizontal plane,

as shown in the top of Figure 19, thus realizing a routing with w′ = d and

h = 2. However, alternatively these tracks can occupy either a vertical plane,

leading to w′ = 2 and h = d, or two vertical planes, leading to w′ = 3 and

h = dd/2e, see the middle and the bottom drawing of Figure 19, respectively.

(Theoretically one can pack the tracks to more vertical planes and thus ensure

h = d3d/(2w′)e for larger values of w′ as well but it does not seem to be

interesting.) Throughout in Figures 19, 20 and 23 continuous lines denote

wires while dotted lines are for the indication of coplanarity only.

h

nw

Figure 19
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Similarly, if w = 2 then we have a channel routing problem with density

d and using the same linear time algorithm we can always realize a routing

with w′ = d + 1 and h = 3 or with w′ = 3 and h = d + 1, see Figure 20.

t2

t2

t2

t1
t1

t3t3

t2

t2

t2

t1
t1

t3t3

h

n
w

Figure 20

The right hand side of Figure 20 shows the essential idea of our algorithm:

immediately at the level of the terminals (when leaving the ‘single active

layer’) we increase the width from w to w′ = sww in order to make enough

space ‘between the rows of the terminals’ for the vertical plane(-s) containing

the interconnecting wires. The same process is illustrated for w = 6 in Figure

22 below.

Later we shall need the following observation: if a larger horizontal area

is available, we can decrease the height to h = 2dd/(w′− 2)e+2. For this we

can arrange the tracks in dd/(w′ − 2)e parallel horizontal planes - however,

we need an ‘empty’ plane between two consecutive planes of tracks to ensure

that the endpoints of the intervals can always reach the terminals, even if

they are ‘in the wrong side’, as terminals t2 and t3 in Figure 20. Therefore

the basic quantity hw′ can be upper bounded by essentially 3d/2 for w = 1

but only by 2d for w = 2.

2. Let us turn now to the general problem with width w. Since the termi-

nals occupy certain gridpoints of an n × w rectangle, we consider them as a

collection of w parallel rows, each of length n. We wish to solve
(

w
2

)

channel
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routing problems one after the other. Figure 21 illustrates this for w = 6. At

first (going from the bottom of the figure to the top) we solve those w − 1

channel routings where the rows are adjacent (first ‘floor’), then those w − 2

ones where the distance of two rows is two (second ‘floor’) etc.

h

w

Figure 21

The w − 1 channel routings at the first floor (actually the w − 1 vertical

planes containing the wire segments of these channel routings) do not inter-

fere with one another (these are illustrated by the w − 1 empty dots in the

bottom horizontal line of the figure).

On the other hand, the w− 2 channel routings at the second floor do not

have this property hence this floor will have two levels, one for the row pairs 1

and 3, 3 and 5, etc and one for the row pairs 2 and 4, 4 and 6 etc. In general,

floor f contains lf levels where lf = f if 1 ≤ f ≤ bw/2c and lf = w − f if

bw/2c < f ≤ w − 1. Solid dots illustrate the rows, the vertical lines in the

figure show that the terminals within a row may appear at different floors.

Empty dots indicate the areas where these two rows can be interconnected.

Hence such an empty dot may indicate a contribution of at most D to the
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final height (compare with the right hand side of Figure 20).

Observe that there are two empty dots between two solid ones in the

second floor, three empty dots between two solid ones in the third floor etc.

Hence the total height requirement is not D × ∑w−1
f=1 lf = O(w2D) but only

2D×∑w−1
f=1

1
f
lf = O(wD). The extra constant 2 is due to the necessary empty

planes between the consecutive planes of tracks, as explained in the last

remark in Step 1 above, concerning the empty plane between the consecutive

planes of tracks.

At the beginning of Section 5 we mentioned that the width of the input

must be extended to w′ = sww. Figure 21 might give the wrong impression

that sw = 2 suffices. However, as we shall see in the next section, the

realization of the ‘crossings’ in the figure requires much more space, leading

to sw = 8.

5.2.2 The Real Routing

For future reference we are going to introduce the following terminology. By

a w-plane we are going to mean a plane that is perpendicular to the width of

the routing, that is, to the ‘vector’ w of Figures 19, 20 and 23. Analogously,

h-planes and n-planes are planes perpendicular to the height and the length

of the routing (or to the vectors h and n), respectively. Recall that a w-wire

segment is a wire segment parallel to the width of the routing or to the vector

w. h-wire segments and n-wire segments are defined in the same way. (Note

that for example an h-plane is a horizontal plane, while an h-wire segment

is a vertical wire segment.)

In Section 5.2.1 Figure 21 illustrated the order how the
(

w
2

)

channel rout-

ing problems are routed one above the other. (Of course it is possible that

the terminals in row i and those in row k do not share any net and therefore

a whole level within a floor is missing.)

However, Figure 21 may alternatively be considered as a ‘cross-section’

of the routing by an n-plane of size w′ × h (and then there are n copies

of these cross-sections, one behind the other). In this sense an empty dot

in a particular level indicates a whole w-plane of length n and of height at

most 2dD/fe containing several wires one above the other for that channel
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routing. Hence a horizontal line in Figure 21 between a solid and an empty

dot indicates a wire segment going towards this plane - but it may go for a

wire segment running in this plane or it may wish to avoid it and go for a

wire segment in one of the other parallel planes (that is, towards one of the

further empty dots).

It is very important to realize, therefore, that there are two types of ‘cross-

ings’ which have to be avoided if we wish to realize the final 3-dimensional

routing along the n-planes one after the other:

• Type 1 – A vertical line, connecting two solid dots, and a horizontal

line, connecting two empty dots, may cross each other in Figure 21.

• Type 2 – A horizontal line which passes through an empty dot in Figure

21 may, in fact, not use that particular n-wire (which is perpendicular

to the actual n-plane).

The basic point is that crossings of Type 2 can be avoided by a detour

within the actual n-plane (increasing the height by one and the width by two)

but crossings of Type 1 can be avoided outside the n-plane only. Therefore

we must use the adjacent n-plane as well. But what happens if in this latter

n-plane there is another vertical line interconnecting two solid dots (or in the

real routing: a h-wire segment coming from a terminal) blocking the detour?

We avoid this problem in the following way: since w′ > w, we must, in

any case, start the routing in each n-plane by ‘expanding’ the w terminals

into larger distances. This increases the height by w/2 and can be performed

like in either of the ways shown in Figure 22. Now, if we use the two kinds

of expansions alternatively then the terminals within a single row will form

a zigzag pattern and hence two h-wires that ‘should’ block each other in two

consecutive n-planes, will actually be shifted by two units away.

This way we have ensured that a Type 1 detour will not be blocked by

an h-wire segment coming from a terminal. However, one difficulty remains

to be solved: a Type 1 detour can still cross a w-wire segment that goes in

the same h-plane one unit behind (connecting two w-planes within a level).

In order to handle this, let us number the n-planes from ‘front’ to ‘back’

with the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n and the h-planes form ‘bottom’ to ‘top’ with
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Figure 22

the numbers 1, 2, . . . , h. Now let us declare the following rule: if a w-wire

segment goes in an n-plane numbered with an even number, then it must

go in an h-plane also numbered with an even number; similarly, if a w-wire

segment goes in an n-plane numbered with an odd number, then it must go in

an h-plane also numbered with an odd number. Since the height of a level is

always the double of the number of tracks in it, the above rule can obviously

be fulfilled. (This way some of the Type 2 detours will become unnecessary:

if a w-wire segment reaches a w-plane (containing some of the tracks within a

level) between two consecutive tracks, then the w-wire segment can cross the

w-plane without meeting the tracks, there is no need for a Type 2 detour.)

Figure 23 illustrates most of these situations in a single drawing. Re-

call that continuous lines are wires, dotted lines are for the indication of

coplanarity only. Observe that t1, t2, . . . are terminals within a single row (il-

lustrating the aforementioned zigzag pattern), while the terminals t′1, t
′
2, . . .

form the next row. It might be instructive to recall that the detour between

A and B is of Type 1 while that between C and D is of Type 2.

Figure 24 shows a part of Figure 23 again in order to explain why sw

needs to be as large as 8.

An algorithm realizing the above construction has to solve
(

w
2

)

channel

routing problems, as shown by Figure 21. For each one of these channel

routing instances the intervals can be packed into the corresponding w-planes

in O(n) time (this is essentially Gallai’s algorithm, see Theorem 1). However,

for each terminal, the necessary Type 1 and Type 2 detours have to be

included to reach the corresponding n-wire segment. This takes at most O(w)
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time for each terminal, resulting in a time consumption of O(wn) for each one

of the
(

w
2

)

channel instances. Hence the total running time is O(w3n). 2

5.3 The sn, sw ≥ 2 Case

We have seen in Lemma 22 that every SALRP problem can trivially be solved

with height h = wn
2

if sw, sn ≥ 2. This provides an upper bound of h = O(n2)

in the n = w case. However, in 2000 Aggarwal et al. [2] proved the following

theorem using elaborate probabilistic methods.

Theorem 24 (A. Aggarwal, J. Kleinberg and D. P. Williamson, 2000) [2]If
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each net consists of two terminals only then the nets of an n × n SALRP

can be partitioned into O(n log2 n) classes such that each class of nets can be

routed on a copy of the grid (of size n × n).

An easy corollary of this theorem is that if sw = sn = 2 and each net

consists of two terminals only than every SALRP can be solved with height

h = O(n log2 n); see Proposition 26 (with h0 = 1) for a proof of this corollary

from the above theorem.

The main aim of this section is to prove that h = O(n) also suffices, even

if the nets can have an arbitrary number of terminals.

5.3.1 2-terminal Nets

In this section we restrict ourselves to the special case in which every net

contains two terminals only.

Theorem 25 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] If each net consists of two termi-

nals only then the nets of a SALRP can be partitioned into b 3
2
nc classes such

that each class of nets can be routed as a separate SALRP with sn = d w
2n
e

and height h = 2.
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Proof: Assume that a single active layer routing problem with w rows and

n columns is given. Let the set of rows be R = {r1, r2, . . . , rw}. We define a

graph G with vertex set R where the edges correspond to the nets: if the two

terminals of a net N are situated in the rows ri and rj then we add the edge

eN = {ri, rj} to the edge set E of G. (Note that parallel edges and loops are

possible in G.)

The definition of G implies that the degree of every vertex is at most

n. Therefore, by Shannon’s classic theorem [49], the edges can be coloured

with b3
2
nc colours (such that no two adjacent edges share the same colour).

Since the edges of G correspond to the nets, this colouring induces a partition

on the set of nets. We claim that this partition fulfils the requirements of

the theorem, that is, each partition class can be routed with sn = d w
2n
e and

height h = 2

Figure 25 shows an example for the part of such a routing (with sn =

1). We have two layers of size w × (n · sn), the terminals are situated in,

say, the bottom layer and the top layer is for the wires only. In Figure 25

wires of the bottom and top layer are represented by continuous and dashed

lines, respectively; empty dots denote the location of the vias (that is, 1-

unit h-wire segments between the two layers); terminal pairs marked with

the same number form the nets; r1, r2, . . . and c1, c2, . . . denote the rows and

columns, respectively. Figure 26 shows the corresponding part of the graph G

associated with the routing problem of Figure 25; for every edge, the number

of the corresponding net is shown in brackets.

Assume that the nets N ′ = {Ni1 , Ni2 , . . . , Nik} form one of the partition

classes. Call a net trivial if its two terminals are in the same row. It fol-

lows from the construction of G that every row contains either at most one

terminal belonging to a nontrivial net in N ′, or two terminals that form a

trivial net of N ′. We route each trivial net by a single n-wire segment on

the bottom layer connecting the two terminals (see net 4 in Figure 25). We

assign a column of the top layer to every nontrivial net arbitrarily (each col-

umn to at most one net). Since the number of nontrivial nets in N ′ is at

most w
2

and the number of columns is nsn ≥ n w
2n

= w
2
, such an assignment

exists. The routing of a nontrivial net Nij consists of two n-wire segments on
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the bottom layer that connect the two terminals with the column assigned

to Nij , a w-wire segment on the top layer running in the column assigned to

Nij that connects the two rows of the two terminals, and at the endpoints

of this w-segment two additional 1-unit h-wire segments (these are denoted

by empty dots in Figure 25). It is easy to verify that the above described

routing is good. 2

Proposition 26 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] Assume that the nets of a

SALRP can be partitioned into h1 classes such that each class of nets can be

routed as a separate SALRP with a given sw = s′, sn = s′′ and height h0.
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Then the original SALRP can be solved with sw = s′ + 1, sn = s′′ + 1 and

height h = h1 · h0.

Proof: By a primary row we are going to mean one of the ‘original’ w rows

that contain the terminals. The remaining (sw−1)w = s′w rows are going to

be called secondary rows. We are also going to use the terms primary column

and secondary column with an analogous meaning.

We introduce a ‘long’ h-wire segment starting from every terminal. We

route each class of nets on h0 consecutive layers (thus resulting in a total

height of h1·h0). For a given class we temporarily introduce a virtual terminal

for the terminals belonging to the nets of this class: a virtual terminal is

always moved one unit to the right and one unit back from its original position

and is placed on the lowest of the h0 layers belonging to this class. We

apply the routing guaranteed by the assumption of the theorem to connect

the virtual terminals using the secondary rows and columns only. Finally,

we connect every virtual terminal with the h-wire segment coming from its

original version by a 1-unit w-wire segment and a 1-unit n-wire segment. (It

is easy to verify that these two 1-unit segments cannot cross the routing of

any other net. However, one of them can be unnecessary depending on the

routing of the virtual terminals.)

Figure 27 illustrates the proof. The nets of the SALRP with w = n = 3

on the left hand side are first partitioned into h1 = 2 classes and each class of

nets is routed with height h0 = 1 (and sw = sn = 1). Then the two routings

are combined using the above construction to give a solution of the original

problem with sw = sn = 2 and height h = 2. Primary and secondary rows

are denoted by dashed and dotted lines, respectively; bigger dots denote the

terminals, while smaller dots denote the virtual terminals; for each net N ,

virtual terminals corresponding to the terminals of N are denoted by N ′.

2

Corollary 27 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] If each net consists of two termi-

nals only then a SALRP can be solved with sn = d w
2n
e+ 1, sw = 2 and height

h = 3n.
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Proof: Apply Theorem 25 and Proposition 26. 2

Corollary 28 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] If each net consists of two ter-

minals only then a SALRP can be solved with sw = sn = 2 and height

h = 3 max(n, w).

Proof: Since the role of w and n is symmetric, n ≥ w can be assumed without

loss of generality. Now the statement follows form Corollary 27. 2

If w is much larger than n then the statement of Corollary 27 offers two

options: either the height is relatively small (h = 3n) and the spacing is
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large (sn = d w
2n
e + 1), or the height is large (h = 3w) and then the spacing

is only 2. The following theorem claims that a trade-off between these two

extremities can be found.

Theorem 29 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] If each net consists of two termi-

nals only then a SALRP can be solved with sn ≥ d w
4n
e+ 1, sw = 2 and height

h = b9
2
nc.

Proof: Consider the partition of the nets defined in the proof of Theorem 25.

We claim that the same partition can also be used to prove the statement of

this theorem. Namely we show that each class can be routed as a separate

‘nearly SALRP’ with sn ≥ d w
4n
e and height h = 3. By a ‘nearly SALRP’

we mean that the terminals are situated on the middle one of the three

layers, and not on the bottom one. However, this modification will not affect

significantly the proof of Proposition 26 (the only change is that virtual

terminals have to be placed on the middle layer rather than on the lowest

one) and thus will prove the theorem.

The routing of the classes (each class on 3 layers) is again going to be

similar to the one described in the proof of Theorem 25 (and in Figure 25).

The only difference is that now we assign columns of the top and bottom

layers to nontrivial nets arbitrarily. Since the number of nontrivial nets in

each class is again at most w
2
, and the number of (secondary) columns on the

top and bottom layers altogether is 2nd w
4n
e ≥ w

2
, such an assignment exists.

The routing of nontrivial nets is then modified in an obvious way: the two

n-wire segments are placed on the middle layer, the single w-wire segment

is placed either on the top or on the bottom layer (depending on where the

column of the net is) and the 1-unit h-wire segments connect the w-segment

with the two n-segments. 2

We mention that in case of all the routings presented in Section 5.3.1 the

path connecting the two terminals of any net uses at most 8 bends.

5.3.2 Multiterminal Nets

In this section we consider the general case in which the nets may have an

arbitrary number of terminals. We modify the proof of Corollary 27 to get a
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similar result.

Theorem 30 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] Any SALRP can be solved with

sn ≥ d w
2n
e + 1, sw = 2 and height h = 6n.

Proof: Assume that a single active layer routing problem with w rows and n

columns is given. We define the notion of subnet for further use. For each

net N we fix an arbitrary order of its terminals: N = {t1, t2, . . . , tu}. Now

the terminal pairs {ti, ti+1} (i = 1, 2, . . . , u−1) are going to be called subnets

of N . (Thus each net has one less subnet than the number of its terminals.)

In what follows, we are going to route each subnet of every net such that

the routings of two subnets can intersect only if they belong to the same net.

Thus we obtain a routing of the whole problem. We proceed similarly as in

the proof of Theorem 25.

Let again the set of rows be R = {r1, r2, . . . , rw}. We define a graph

G(R, E) on R with the edges corresponding to the subnets: if the two ter-

minals of a subnet S are situated in the rows ri and rj then we add the edge

eS = {ri, rj} to the edge set E of G. (Again, parallel edges and loops are

possible in G.)

Now the degree of every vertex of G is at most 2n (since each terminal

in a row belongs to at most two subnets). By Shannon’s theorem [49], the

edges can be coloured with 3n colours. The edges of G correspond to the

subnets, so this colouring induces a partition on the set of subnets.

Again, we introduce a ‘long’ h-wire segment starting from every terminal.

We assign two consecutive layers to each partition class and route the subnets

belonging to this class on these two layers. (Thus the total height of the

routing will be 6n.) Given a partition class, we place virtual terminals for

every terminal belonging to any of the subnets of this class on the lowest

of the two layers assigned to the class; the position of the virtual terminals

is the same as in Proposition 26: it is one unit to the right and one unit

behind its original position. Now we route the virtual terminals using the

secondary rows and columns of the two layers. The routing is identical to

the one described in Theorem 25 (and Figure 25). To complete the routing,
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we connect every virtual terminal with the h-wire segment coming from its

original version in the same way as in Proposition 26: through a 1-unit w-wire

segment and a 1-unit n-wire segment .

It is easy to verify that the obtained routing is good. The routings of

any two subnets cannot intersect in the secondary rows and columns of the

layers. Since the virtual terminals are connected to the h-wire segments com-

ing form the original terminal, subnets sharing a common terminal become

interconnected and thus each net is completely routed. 2
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Corollary 31 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] Any SALRP can be solved with

sw = sn = 2 and height h = 6 max(n, w).

Proof: Assume n ≥ w without loss of generality and apply Theorem 30. 2

Similarly as it was the case with Theorem 29, the statement and the proof

of Theorem 30 can again be modified to achieve a smaller spacing in return

for an increase in the height.

Theorem 32 (Recski A. and Sz. D.) [45] Any SALRP can be solved with

sn ≥ d w
4n
e + 1, sw = 2 and height h = 9n.

Proof: We proceed in a very similar way as in the proof of Theorem 29.

We again route the subnets defined in the proof of Theorem 30 in such a

way that two routings can intersect only if they belong to the same net.

For the routing we use the same partition of the subnets as in the proof

of Theorem 30. However, now we assign three consecutive layers to each

partition class and we place virtual terminals in the middle one of these three

layers and use the top and bottom layers to accomodate the w-wire segments.

Hence sn ≥ d w
4n
e+1 suffices, since this way the number of secondary columns

in the top and bottom layers is altogether 2nd w
4n
e ≥ w

2
. Since the number of

partition classes is at most 3n and the routing of each class requires 3 layers,

we get a total height of 9n. 2

5.3.3 Algorithmic Aspects

In order to actually generate the routings provided by the above proofs, the

only real task is to edge-colour the graph assigned to the routing problems.

We omit all the other details of the algorithms, we restrict ourselves to men-

tioning that these can be performed in linear time in the area A = w · n of

the (planar) grid, that is, in the size of the input.

The folklore proof of Shannon’s theorem using Kempe-chains (see eg.

[39]) involves an algorithm to edge-colour a multigraph with v vertices, m

edges and maximum degree ∆ in O(m · (∆ + v)) time (using at most b 3
2
∆c

colours). This implies that, if t denotes the number of nets, each of the above
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constructions can be performed in O(t · (w + n)) time. Since the size of the

input is A = w · n, the presented algorithms work in O(A
3

2 ) time, provided

that w = Θ(n) holds.

However, it is an alternative to use the trivial greedy method for edge-

colouring. In this case the number of colours increases to at most 2∆ − 1

and therefore the height of the routing also increases (in case of Theorem 30,

for example, from h = 6n to h = 8n), but remains to be linear in max(n, w).

In return for the increase in the height, the time complexity of the routing

algorithm also becomes linear in the size A of the input.

5.3.4 Comparison of the Bounds

All the results of Section 5.3 show that if sw, sn ≥ 2 then the 3-dimensional

single active layer routing problem can be solved with linear height in

max(n, w). However, the exact height of the routings provided by the

various constructions depend on different conditions: whether we restrict

ourselves to 2-terminal nets or we allow multiterminal nets, the width w and

length n of the routing problem and the spacing sw and sn.

An obvious measure to compare various solutions of the same routing

problem is the volume of the routing, that is, the product (w · sw) · (n · sn) ·h.

Assume w ≥ n and denote the ratio w
n

by m. The following table shows the

volume of the routings provided by the constructions of Section 5.3 (in each

case, the solution with the smaller volume is shown in bold letters).

2-terminal nets multiterminal nets
Corollary 27 Theorem 29 Theorem 30 Theorem 32

m ≤ 2 12wn2 18wn2 24wn2 36wn2

2 < m ≤ 4 18wn2 18wn2 36wn2 36wn2

4 < m ≤ 6 24wn2 27wn2 48wn2 54wn2

6 < m ≤ 8 30wn2 27wn2 60wn2 54wn2

8 < m ≤ 10 36wn2 36wn2 72wn2 72wn2

10 < m ≤ 12 42wn2 36wn2 84wn2 72wn2

12 < m ≤ 14 48wn2 45wn2 96wn2 90wn2

14 < m ≤ 16 54wn2 45wn2 108wn2 90wn2

We mention, however, that the routings provided by Corollaries 27, 28

and 31 and Theorem 30 belong to the Manhattan model (see Definition 5).
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On the other hand, this does not hold for the routings of Theorems 29 and

32, because these involve consecutive layers containing w-segments.

5.3.5 Final Remark

The results of this section have very recently been improved by Reiss A. and

Szeszlér D. [46]. We considered “3-dimensional channel routing”, that is, the

terminals are placed on two parallel layers (rather than on a single one) and

the routing is to be realized in between these two layers with a minimum

height. Using the results of the present section we proved that every such

problem can be solved with height at most h = 15 max(n, w) if sw, sn ≥ 2

holds.
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C-shaped routing problem, 48

channel routing problem, 15, 16,

18, 20, 26, 28, 52, 54

bipartite channel routing prob-

lem, 20

dense channel routing problem,
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circuit partitioning, 7

column, 11, 50

comb layer, 39, 42, 46, 47

congestion, 13, 17, 35, 46

cost function, 6

density, 13, 17, 26, 52, 54

detailed routing, 4, 9, 50

dogleg free, 26, 27, 33

dogleg free routing, 26

edge-disjoint routing, 12, 33

floorplanning, 8

flux, 18, 19, 26

Gallai’s algorithm, 13, 16, 24, 27,

28, 33, 47, 48, 53, 58

gamma routing problem, 32, 33, 48

global routing, 9

h-plane, 56

h-wire segment, 51

height, 50, 69

interval graph, 13, 15

knock-knee, 34

knock-knee routing, 34

layer, 11, 50

layer assignment problem, 34

layout, 10

length, 11, 50

Manhattan model, 12, 13, 16, 20,

26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 38, 46–

48, 53, 69

n-plane, 56

n-wire segment, 51

net, 6, 9, 50

net fixed to the west/south,

41, 42, 45

trivial net, 18, 20, 61

odd set, 36

parity congestion, 36

placement, 8

primary row/column, 63

rectangular grid graph, 11

routing, 10

routing graph, 9

routing problem, 6

row, 50

saturated line, 36
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secondary row/column, 63

Shannon’s theorem, 61, 66, 68

shift-right-1 problem, 18, 26

single active layer routing problem

(SALRP), 49, 50, 52, 59,

60, 62–66, 68, 69

single row routing problem, 13, 15,

27, 52

spacing, 50

Steiner-tree, 9, 10, 51

subnet, 66, 68

switchbox routing problem, 12, 29,

30, 32, 38, 46–48

terminal, 10, 11, 50

virtual terminal, 63, 66

track, 11

unconstrained model, 12, 15, 27,

30, 32

vertical constraint graph, 21

VLSI, 4

volume, 69

w-plane, 56

w-wire segment, 51

width, 11, 50

wire, 10, 50
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